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“� ere’s a great friendly, 
almost family, atmosphere 
about the place”

Andy with Another 
french beauty.

5kg of this per day 
kept the runs coming.

The Takes came fast 
and furious in peg 11.

5kg of this per day 
kept the runs coming.

Dave had utilised this service and ‘baited the 
granny’ out of his swim. Dave’s good results spoke 
for themselves so I thought ‘Why not? In for a penny’ 
– and proceeded to fi ll in my swim! Again, the 
plan worked and I banked my biggest of the trip, a 
lovely-looking 31lb mirror. Also, by baiting like this I 
began to get more takes during the daytime and the 
average size of the carp also got bigger, all being 
over 20lb.

As Dave and I had caught from the off and 
continued to be consistent, we soon attracted the 
attentions of some of the other anglers on the lake. 
These were mainly French and Dutch guys, who 
were quite intrigued and wanted to see what we 
were doing rig- and bait-wise. We explained as 
best we could and surprisingly they seemed to 
understand our random hand gestures and limited 
French vocab! We gave them some of our Scopex, 
Tutti, Strawberry Maize and a few of Nige’s boilies to 
try out, and off they went to give it a go. When we 
spoke to these guys the next day they told us that 
they’d all caught on the bait we’d given them. One 
of the Dutch guys had actually had a PB mirror of 
38lb+ and was made up, to say the least.

Anyway, after three nights, as planned, we 
swapped swims and both continued to catch well 
and consistently with heavy and accurate baiting. 
We were up and down the bank, back and forth, 
taking pictures for each other, so much so that it 
became quite tiring, so for the last 24 hours we 
decided to double up in Peg 10 for a bit of a rest 
and a social. We agreed that we’d take turns 
in hitting the runs regardless of whose rod it 
was on. It was a good idea and we matched 
each other fi sh for fi sh, with Dave banking a 
personal best leather of around the mid-20s.

We ended our week 
at Etang De Brigueuil 
with 46 carp between 
us, most of which were 
20s and included fi ve 
at 30lb+. We were more 
than pleased with our 
result, especially as it was our 
fi rst experience of fi shing the lake 
and our fi rst carp sortie to France. 

Rigs, Hookbaits
Our rigs were kept fairly simple, with 8-
10ins of Sufi x Black Silt or the same 
length of Green Camfusion, which 
blended in nicely with the silt and 
pads. Everyone in the UK had 
advised us to use bigger 
hooks in France due 
to the carp having 
bigger mouths 
(apparently). 
We did 

just fi ne with our usual Size 8 and 10 Gardner 
Longshank Incizors and Muggas. A simple running 
lead setup was all that was required with Gardner 
Subterfuge fl uorocarbon leaders. We tried Chods and 
Hinged Stiff Rigs, etc., but, to be honest, you don’t 
need anything too fancy or complicated as the carp 
aren’t that pressured.

Dave and I had compared notes early on in the 
trip and it seemed that although we’d caught a few 
on the boilies, the carp had a defi nite preference for 
sweeter baits. In the end we caught most of the carp 
on Bait-Tech’s Tutti, Scopex or Strawberry Maize 
and occasionally on a mixture of the three. Due to 
fi shing in silt we balanced or slightly popped-up our 
hookbaits with fake maize or cork balls which were 
glugged in the same fl avouring as the hookbaits we 
were using.

Food and Facilities
During our stay at Etang de Brigueuil I feel we were 
slightly spoilt and we probably put on a few pounds 
due to the quality and size of the meals provided by 
the fi shery. A varied choice of breakfasts, lunchtime, 
and evening meals are on offer and everything I 
sampled defi nitely gets the thumbs up from me, 
and I know Dave would agree! As if the food wasn’t 
enough, we were spoiled even further by having it 

delivered direct to our swim!
Lake owners Andy and Tracey also 
offer a weekly barbecue that is free 

to all who are staying at the 
venue. There’s a great friendly, 

almost family, atmosphere 
about the place. The 
barbecue is a great idea 
and provides an ideal 
opportunity to meet the 
other anglers on the 
lake. Tracey speaks fl uent 
French, so the language 
barrier is not a problem. 
Dave and I attended two of 
the barbecues while we were 

there and met some very nice 
French, English, and Dutch carp 

anglers.
Everything you could possibly need is on site 

but should you feel the need to, or you have 
the family with you, then there is plenty to 
do and see in the surrounding area. The 

small local village of Brigueuil is a short 
walk from the lake and has a bar, shop, 

tobacconist and payphone. There is 
some awesome local history, 
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